
» Beds: 5 | Baths: 5 Full, 3 Half
» Single Family | 8,359 ft² | Lot: 18,086 ft²
» More Info: 6226kelloggdrive.com
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6226 Kellogg Drive, McLean, VA 22101

$ 3,199,888
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Luxury Living at its finest is the best way to accurately describe A.R. Design Groups newest build.  This 8,194 square foot masterpiece will satisfy
every sense. Boasting 5 bedrooms, 5 full baths and 2 half bathrooms, 6226 Kellogg Drive provides all the beauty of modern finishes while
maintaining a timeless look and feel.  They say, "Lighting is the jewelry of the home" and this one does NOT disappoint. The attention paid to the
details in this one is truly remarkable. It is an absolute, must-see, must-have property!
Entering the family room you are met with picturesque windows all around allowing you to enjoy the outdoors from within. The feature wall of built-
in shelves showcases the gas fireplace, perfect for cozy fall or winter nights. With this family room being open to the kitchen and deck you have all
the breathing room you will need.

Light & bright...this kitchen is fit for a magazine.  The gorgeous, modern white cabinetry and island are just a few of the highlights. Other features
include a 6-burner gas range with side by side ovens, an additional wall oven with built-in microwave, and pot filler faucet for added convenience.
An adjacent, auxiliary kitchen is perfect for catering needs and that Pinterest worthy additional pantry.

Formal dining at its best, this room showcases a beautiful board & batton wall and flanks the butlers pantry. With loads of light, entertaining a large
group at the table will be a breeze. 


